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About This Game

Math Fun is amazing fun loving app for everyone. This app will let you learn math in an fun and easy manner while playing.

Features
-High Quality Graphics in the App.

-Play & Learn Addition, Subtraction, Division, Multiplication, Counting and Comparison.
-In each Category there are 10 Levels. (Demo Version has 3 Levels).

-Suitable for all age group.
-Fully Tested on Windows 7 & above.

-Ratings & Feedback Appreciated.
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Title: Math Fun
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later required

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Another slapped together unity game hoping to make a quick buck. Gameplay is buggy and janky, and overall it's very badly
designed; Don't waste your time.

Some Gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KjHaMJfroZM. Hardcore, Grand Strategy title. No crashes 7.1 hours in but lots of fun.
Not for the casuals, not for the feint hearted but if you like to feel like a commander thinking over and over again about supply
problems and maneuvers on a huge map go for it. Youll get 100s of hours out of both campaigns. End turn times can be a bit
long though.. Currently one of the best fighting games on steam. Very similar mechanics and game play to Street Fighter III 3rd
Strike.

Only complaint is lack of resolution options, other wise solid game.. dont get it. Never got anything that was in the pack its a
money grab.. best♥♥♥♥♥♥ever
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While it isn't terrible, Battlepaths plays like a game that should be free on Kongregate.

There are no options to speak of other than turning fullscreen off and on. Which means you can't rebind the awful keyboard
layout (you actually have to use Esc for more than just bringing up the game menu!) and you can't adjust any audio setting
besides turning off the music.

For a rogue lite, it has a shockingly low challenge level. The death penalty (yeah, you can come back to life!) just subtracts a
small amount of experience and gold and sets you at the entrance to the map you were on, leaving all the monsters in their
current state.

It ends up just being really boring and annoying to play. Buy when it's 80-90% off if you're curious, otherwise stay away. Go
play Dungeons of Dredmor instead.. may start to get boring at first but keep playing its an extremely fun, easy, and satisfying
game. I don't get the point of this game.
It reclaims to be a society focused strategy game, but I don't see it.
There are about 10 decisions you are allowed to make, like forbid killing, these decisions have the same 6 options, which are too
similar to make a big difference.
The effect of these can be seen in a statistic. And only in the statistic, as you cannot follow the life of the citizens. They don't
really have one which would be intresting to watch.
Anyway 90% of you economic power comes from your main character which can do same actions as citizens, but better.
Buildings are also not very deep thought: there are cheap variants of most buildings, which all can be skipped, as they cost only
more and ressources are infinite. Food\/Water\/Medics are also spawned out of nothing.

In the end you use your main character to loot the map, build a city and then populate it. People will respawn and die until you
supply them... endlessly.
As I stated in the beginning, I don't get the point of what I am supposed to do here. The game tells me I have to make as much
people as possible to die at old age, which is pretty easy to achieve(build a senior heaven) and very boring.
Until then you wait and watch them old people die by age.
Maybe it get better by some way, butt currently I see no light.. Oh my goodness... A roguelike with great music similar to Rare's
N64 stuff, addicting gameplay like SotS: The Pit, a decent level of exploration and curiousity with an indepth skill tree and
crafting system? And... for only five bucks? I'm in love! (Seriously, this game is freaking amazing and everyone owes
themselves the pleasure of playing this game). So yeah, go buy it fellow steam perusers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNvOHurbioI. A good game marred by horrible console porting. Poorly optimized and bad
controls (arrow keys instead of a mouse, wtf) means it can be very frustrating to play at times.
But still, you should probably try it anyway. It's like Portal but with more exploding scientists.
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